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Translating consumer behavior and food 
culture into strategic growth opportunities 

Capabilities & Services Overview 2023
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The Hartman Group is a food culture consultancy. 

Our mission is to translate consumer behavior and food culture into 

strategic growth opportunities for our clients. 

You can never fully understand why consumers are changing if you 

don’t understand how the broader culture they live in is changing. 

Since 1989, The Hartman Group has been immersed in the study of 

American food and beverage culture while also keeping a finger on 

the pulse of the global ecosystem in which it operates. 

We are a team of social scientists, marketers and business 

professionals with deep industry experience and a passion for food. 

We have spent years challenging common assumptions about 

consumer culture with one goal in mind: your success.

Who We Are     Authorities on consumers. Students of culture. Passionate about food. 
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CONSUMER/SHOPPER INSIGHTS 

We deploy anthropological and statistical 

techniques to understand the drivers behind 

how consumers make decisions about food, 

how they shop for food and how they 

consume food to provide you with nuanced 

and actionable insights to drive your 

business forward. 

FORESIGHT AND TRENDS 

The Hartman Group understands 

where and how cultural trends start, 

how to identify the sites of 

innovation and how to assess the 

likelihood of early trends gathering 

momentum. Our Cultural Analytics 

Framework, powered by our decades 

of primary qualitative and 

quantitative research, enables you to 

anticipate future demand and future 

threats to your portfolio, categories 

and brands. 

STRATEGIC CONSULTING 

Your biggest problem is our new 

favorite challenge. Our consulting 

engagements leverage our vast 

intellectual capital and your existing 

research/market data with a robust 

multidisciplinary analytical tool kit to 

uncover growth strategies that 

emanate from long-term structural 

changes in the food landscape and 

drivers of demand. 

INNOVATION AND IDEATION 

For innovation to ultimately succeed, it 

must be strategically- based, growth-

oriented and evolve in step with 

consumer priorities and trends. Our 

process allows you to emerge with 

high-level strategic opportunity areas 

and concepts that are on-trend, 

differentiated and in alignment with 

your innovation and growth goals.

What We Do    Unpack consumer culture to deliver marketplace advantage
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Hartman Syndicated Research integrates 

immersive ethnography and quantitative 

online surveys with our signature brand of 

cultural analysis.

We ground you in the latest consumer insights 

and trends, enabling you to be a thought 

leader in your organization and with your 

partners. 

Topics for 2023:

• Health & Wellness
• Modern Beverage Culture
• Sustainability & Transparency
• Gen Alpha/Gen Z: The Future Food and 

Beverage Consumer

What We Do    Empower thought leadership and topical expertise 

Organic and NaturalHealth and Wellness Sustainability 

Food and Beverage Culture/Industry
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Working with Us    Our engagement options give you what you need, when you need it

Engaging with Hartman Group is easy as 1, 2, 3…

Syndicated Research 

Report/Bundle Purchase

Rich insight into a focused topic 
area(s)

Custom Consulting/

Research Engagements

High-impact outcomes for your 
toughest business challenges 

Hartman Retainer 

Partnership

On-demand strategic counsel and 
consulting on an array of topics, 
categories, and/or brands over 

a12-month period 
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Hartman Retainer Services (HRS) Our clients do not have to 

do more with less. HRS gives you more - more Hartman 

Group consumer culture expertise, food and beverage 

culture foresight and trends, and access to proprietary 

intellectual capital – in a seamless partnership that 

dispenses with the hassle of multiple RFPs, re-introductions of 

team members, re-articulations of objectives and key 

initiatives, etc. 

HRS learns about you, your partners and your competition, 

identifies what your teams need, and focuses on how best 

to be of service today, and tomorrow.

• Collaborative and independent

• Expert and consultative

• Pragmatic and creative

Hartman Retainer Services The leading edge of F&B strategy 
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Hartman Retainer Services An Extension of Your Team 

Stakeholders Account Team The Hartman Group

Microsite

Email

Teams

Phone

Foundation of Intellectual Capital

Syndicated Research

Ideas in Food

Trends Reports

Compass Occasions Database

World Model Segmentations

Cultural Heat Index

Concept Evaluation Rubric

Account Team Activities

Data Mining Desk Research

Synthesis Framework 
Development

Trends?

Category
opportunities?

Concept 
validation?

Consumer 
targets?

Client 
Gatekeeper

Insights

Brand

R&D

Innovation

Strategy

C-Suite

Marketing

Sales
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Over 30 syndicated research reports (all food- and beverage-

focused) and accompanying data tables and presentations are 

accessible via your HRS microsite, a fully searchable and secure 

site for your team.

Hartman Retainer Services A Wealth of Insights at Your Fingertips
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Hartman Retainer Services Compass Eating Occasions Database 

The Hartman Eating Occasions Compass is a comprehensive database on 

American eating patterns, grounded in a complete enumeration of past-24-

hour eating occasions. It has 9 years of data consisting of over 180,000 eating 

occasions. Each occasion contains the following information:

• Who: what person(s) was involved

• When: circumstance or time period (routine snack, holiday dinner)

• Where: the place of the consumption occasion (at home, office, on the go)

• From Where: channel used for sourcing

• What: the key needs relevant to the occasion

• Why: the emotional stakes of the occasion

Access to this database is provided via the Hartman Retainer Services 

consulting hours.

HRS clients receive annual eating and drinking occasion dashboards across 

the 8 dayparts which provide deep and rich information about the 

demographics, categories and needs during each daypart.
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Type of Consulting Request What’s Involved Hours Required

Quick Hartman POV: ”Who does ‘local’ resonate with? What are consumers’ 

definitions of local? Are there certain categories in which it is more important to 

be local?”

Fastest to complete. Based on existing syndicated studies 

tailored to client’s question.

For example, topics can include, natural + organic, health 

+ wellness, and sustainability.

4-8 hours

Custom Data Pull and Analysis:

1. Quantitative data with qualitative POV: “What is the level of consumer 

demand for organic cheese (compared to other organic categories)? Are 

there unmet needs? (How can Company X position its products to better meet 

these needs?)”

2. Trends Request: “What are key trends in the beverage marketplace today? 

What are some of the ‘emerging’ trends in more niche beverages that might 

affect the beverage marketplace in 3-5 years? What are emerging food trends 

that could apply to beverages in the future?”

Most requests fall into this category and typically require 

quantitative data manipulation plus a qualitative point of 

view. Trends research also falls into this category.

8-16 hours

Eating Occasions Request: “What is the Boomer Generation’s perception of taste 

vs. health in breakfast foods? How does this compare with Millennials? Is there a 

relationship (shown with quantitative data) between prioritizing taste and health? 

Please elaborate for Boomers vs. Millennials.”

Request requires extensive quantitative data mining and 

analysis, a qualitative point of view, and secondary 

research.

16-25 hours

Culture or Country Primer: “We are seeking an overview on the Hispanic consumer 

with information that analyzes: lifestyle, food culture, brand preferences, purchase 

decisions with coupons/deals, budgeting, and shopping trips.”

An extensive deep dive into primary and secondary data, 

as well as mining of clients’ data sources (e.g., Nielsen, 

Mintel, etc.).

25+ hours

Hartman Retainer Services On Demand Consulting (Request Framework)  
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If you have a time-bound objectives-driven project,  The Hartman Group offers a multitude of custom 

research and consulting approaches outside of HRS that we would be happy to discuss with you.
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s Strategic counsel and consulting on an array of 
topics, categories, and/or brands

A breadth and/or depth of insights and wide 
accessibility

Rich insights on a focused topic(s)

If your organization needs… …consider… 

Full-suite HRS 

partnership

Microsite access with 

syndicated research 

bundle

Syndicated research 

bundle 

Hartman Retainer Services Services by design 
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The Hartman Group, Inc.

3150 Richards Road, Suite 200

Bellevue, Washington 98005

425.452.0818

hartman-group.com

Contact: 

Shelley Balanko, Ph.D.

SVP, Business Development

Shelley@hartman-group.com

425-452-0818 x.103

WE LOOK FORWARD TO 
HELPING YOU UNLOCK 

GROWTH.  

mailto:shelley@hartman-group.com
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